
■Date/Time
Friday, 26 April 2024 12:30-13:45
*Panel co-organized by NGC starting at 14:00.

■Venue
Heian Room II & III (lunch room), 1F of The Okura Tokyo

■Style
Standing lunch (buffet)

■Program
12:30-12:40   Gathering
12:40-12:50   Address by AIJA President/Introduction to AIJA
12:50-13:00   Introduction to IPBA NGC
13:00-13:45   Networking
13:45              Closing

■Fee
For registered participants of IPBA Tokyo 2024: Free
For AIJA participants who did not register for IPBA Tokyo
2024: JPY10,000
*IPBA will provide subsidy per such AIJA participants. The fees for
such AIJA participants should be paid in cash at the event.

■RSVP
Please fill in your information here by Friday, 19 April.

IPBA NGC & AIJA
Networking Lunch

Join us for an engaging networking event hosted by IPBA NGC and AIJA.
This event offers a unique opportunity to connect with fellow legal

professionals, exchange ideas, and expand your professional network.
Don't miss out on this enriching experience designed to foster

collaboration and growth within the legal community!

https://forms.gle/XjEkuuJmUPDPCvuT8


The Next Generation Committee (NGC) of the Inter-
Pacific Bar Association (IPBA) supports young lawyers in
the Asia-Pacific region through networking, skill-building,
and mentorship programs. It offers seminars, workshops,
and international exchange opportunities to help
members develop professionally. Additionally, the NGC
advocates for young lawyers' interests within the IPBA
and the wider legal community, contributing to their
success and the advancement of the legal profession.
If you are an IPBA member, you can join by logging into
“My IPBA” and selecting the “Next Generation Committee”.

AIJA, International Association of Young Lawyer, is the
only global association devoted to lawyers and in-house
counsel aged 45 and under. Since 1962 AIJA provides
outstanding international opportunities for young lawyers
to network, learn and develop. AIJA currently has 4,000
members and supporters in 100+ different countries,
including over 60 collective members and Bar
Associations. The AIJA community is very diverse, as
members come from law firms of all sizes and cultures.
AIJA is committed to defend and take active part in
promoting core legal principles, such as the rule of law
and human rights principles. While respecting the
integrity of each civilized society of the world, a particular
aim of AIJA is to advance cross-cultural understanding
between members and other participants in the legal
profession as a whole.


